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About This Game

Were you a teen in the late 90s? If you didn't play HeadRush back then, now’s the perfect time! Tons of trivia about the teen-y
topics of the day await your now-aging brain and fingers!

Forget everything you know about a YOU DON’T KNOW JACK game because YDKJ’s horribly deformed, mutant offspring
HEADRUSH has been birthed! Twisted animation, insane question types, and a bizarre appetite for all human excretory fluids

and gassed add up to the most over-the-top YDKJ game ever! Fire this game up and stand back, because this is not your
Mommy and Daddy’s YOU DON’T KNOW JACK!
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IT WON'T CLOSE HELP ME. If you romanticize the 90's, this game is about as 90's as you can get. It's full of bizarre,
grotesque imagery from the days when toy and cartoon manufacturers were somehow convinced kids loved gross out stuff (we
didn't), and the trivia's kind of on the easy side, considering it's made for teenagers of the day. But, it's fun and well made, I like
it. It really does perfectly encapsulate the aesthetics of stuff made for kids growing up in the 90's.

Also, this game is completely incompatible with Steam controllers. If you have a living room setup, I hope you have a wireless
keyboard.. Why did I buy this?. Out of all the gamesin the YDKJ Classic Pack, this game is the best. Yes, the Jack Attack is
called the Head Rush for no reason, and the screws are replaces with Chatters, but the questions are fun to answer. Get it now.
You'll love it.. Graphics are poor, questions too challenging. Overall disappointing game.. Classic "Jack" and though campy,
though somewhat expected, it is challenging, funny and entertaining all at once. That is what "YDKJ" is all about!. Compared to
the previous entries of You Don't Know Jack, Headrush is host to a few changes that mark it as a pivotal shift in the game
series. Firstly, there is no longer an option to choose between a seven or twenty-one question game. Every game is locked into a
ten question game before heading to the final round. Speaking of that, the very name of the final round is different from
previous entries; here it is Headrush, whereas before and after it is Jack Attack. Despite having a unique title, it does not focus
on a particular area of interest. The most that can be said regarding its theme is that it might be geared toward a more teenaged
audience, complete with animated segues between questions. Overall, this could be called the black sheep of the general YDKJ
games. Once again, the comedy is the element that ties all the general trivia together, making a good experience for individuals
and parties alike. Unlike the more specified titles like Movies and Sports, I'd say this is worth a purchase on its own, although
the Classic Pack is the better deal.
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Not originally labelled as a You Don't Know Jack game, Head Rush was meant for a younger audience. The questions are much
more simple than regular YDKJ games (which planet is closest to the sun? REALLY?), but you've still got a basic YDKJ game
here,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665jokes and all. Play this one with people who are really bad at trivia. At least they
can say "man, I knew that one!". The YDKJ for the kids. I don't like the animations or avatars. Still classic humor.. Love this
game!. Contains some avatars and animation since the first game, but the jingles are gone :(
Not bad. Still very US-centric. Still 800x600.. Got a high score of -26k. 11\/10 would play again. The one jack game i'd say that
has the most.. custom effort put within it. While it dosen't have our god cookie masterson, the humor is top notch and there's a
bunch of custom cutscenes and sequences that make this really genuine, and a time capsule. Even with that said, most questions
aren't terribly out of date, which makes me confliced between marking this or volume 4 as my favorite of the 90's jack games.
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